
The Status Effect Tree – Heroic Tier 

*save ends with requirements = either the power that inflicts the effect involves a precondition (i.e. the lvl 5 Carrion Cra wler can only daze a prone opponent), comes as a result of multiple failed saves, or has some other 
kind of complex trigger.  
Category One: forced movement, prone, grabbed, slowed, immobilized, ongoing damage, vulnerable (any)                                                      
Category Two: blinded, dazed, weakened, restrained 
Category Three: stunned, dominated, petrified, removed from play, unconscious, dead 

Levels 1-5 

At-will (as part of a power, aura, miss effect, or simple trigger): 

All monsters:  

 Forced movement (pull or push), prone, grabbed 

Artillery or brute:  

 Ongoing 2-5 

Controller or lurker:  

 Forced movement (push, pull, or slide) 

 Slowed and immobilized (EoNT) 

 Restrained (until escape) 

Limited (recharge, encounter power, or uncommon trigger): 

All monsters:  

 Ongoing 5-10 

 Any slowed, immobilized, or restrained 

 Dazed, blinded, or weakened (EoNT) 

 A combination of two effects from Category One 

Controller or lurker:  

 Dazed, blinded, or weakened (save ends, with strict requirements).* 

Highly limited (rare, or requiring multiple die rolls to set up): 

All monsters:  

 Vulnerable 2-5  

 Any dazed, blinded, or weakened 

 Any stunned, dominated, petrified, or unconscious 

Levels 6-10 

At-will (as part of a power, aura, miss effect, or simple trigger): 

All monsters:  

 Forced movement (pull or push), prone, grabbed, slowed 

 Immobilized (EoNT) 

Artillery or brute:  

 Ongoing 5 

Controller or lurker:  

 Forced movement (push, pull, or slide) 

 Ongoing 5 

 Any immobilized or restrained 

Limited (recharge, encounter power, or uncommon trigger): 

All monsters:  

 Ongoing 5-10 

 Any slowed, immobilized, or restrained 

 Dazed, blinded, or weakened (EoNT, or save ends with requirements) 

 A combination of two or more effects from Category One 

Controller or lurker: 

 Any dazed, blinded, or weakened (save ends, with looser requirements) 

Highly limited (rare, or requiring multiple die rolls to set up): 

All Monsters: 

 Vulnerable 5-10  

 Any dazed, blinded or weakened 

 Any stunned, dominated, petrified, unconscious, removed from play, death 



The Status Effect Tree – Paragon Tier 

*save ends with requirements = either the power that inflicts the effect requires a precondition (i.e. the lvl 5 Carrion Cra wler can only daze a prone opponent), comes as a result of multiple failed saves, or has some other 
kind of complex trigger.  
Category One: forced movement, prone, grabbed, slowed, immobilized, ongoing damage, vulnerable (any)                                                      
Category Two: blinded, dazed, weakened, restrained 
Category Three: stunned, dominated, petrified, removed from play, unconscious, dead 

Levels 11-15 

At-will (as part of a power, aura, miss effect, or simple trigger): 

All monsters:  

 Forced movement (push, pull, or slide), prone, grabbed, slowed, or 
immobilized 

 Ongoing 5-10, vulnerable 5  

 Restrained (until escape) 

Controller or lurker: 

 Forced movement (push, pull, slide, or teleport) 

 Any restrained 

 Dazed, blinded, or weakened (EoNT, or save ends with requirements) 

Limited (recharge, encounter power, or uncommon trigger): 

All monsters:  

 Ongoing 10-20, vulnerable 10 

 Any restrained 

 Dazed, blinded, or weakened (EoNT, or save ends with requirements) 

 A combination of two or more effects from Category One 

Controller or lurker:  

 Any dazed, blinded, or weakened 

 Stunned or dominated (EoNT, or save ends with requirements) 

 A combination of two or more effects from Categories One and Two 

Highly limited (rare, or requiring multiple die rolls to set up): 

All monsters:  

 Any dazed, blinded, or weakened 

 Any stunned, dominated, petrified, unconscious, removed from play, death 

Levels 16-20 

At-will (as part of a power, aura, miss effect, or simple trigger): 

All monsters:  

 Forced movement (push, pull, or slide), prone, grabbed, slowed, 
immobilized, or restrained 

 Ongoing 5-10, vulnerable 5 

Controller or lurker: 

 Forced movement (push, pull, slide, or teleport) 

 Any dazed, blinded, or weakened 

Limited (recharge, encounter power, or uncommon trigger): 

All monsters:  

 Ongoing 10-25, vulnerable 10 

 Any dazed, blinded, or weakened 

 Stunned (EoNT, or save ends with requirements) 

 A combination of two or more effects from Category One 

Controller or lurker:  

 Any stunned or dominated 

 Petrified, unconscious, or removed from play 

 A combination of two or more effects from Categories One and Two 

Highly limited (rare, or requiring multiple die rolls to set up): 

All monsters: 

 Any stunned, dominated, petrified, unconscious, removed from play, 
death 


